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Background

This report is based upon the results of an online survey carried out by CHILDWISE on behalf of the Royal Agricultural Society of the 
Commonwealth.

The survey was designed to collect information to be used during the CEOs pre-conference sessions at the 28th Commonwealth Agricultural 
Conference.

A link to the survey was distributed by email to senior leaders in agricultural associations, Show and Fair organisations from around the 
world.

Fieldwork was carried out from 16th July to 16th November 2018, and a total of 90 individuals responded to the survey during this time.

The final sample structure was:

• 48 male / 41 female respondents (1 non-reply)
• 8 aged 26 to 40 / 46 aged 41 to 60 / 35 aged over 60 (1 non-reply)
• 23 with less than five years in their current role / 22 with less than ten years / 22 with less than 20 / 23 with 20 or more
• 41 from North America and Canada / 6 from Australasia / 28 from the UK / 4 from South Africa (11 not identified)



Thinking about your principal Show / Fair, in recent years has …
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Thinking about your principal Show / Fair, in recent years has …

More than two in three organisations feel that competitive pressures had increased over recent years (68%), with virtually none saying 
these had decreased (29% said they had stayed the same).

Despite this, more than half (52%) felt that their Show / Fair income had also increased over the same period (one in four (27%) said that 
this had decreased). Similarly, almost half (47%) felt that their advertiser / sponsorship income had increased (16% said it had decreased), 
or that their trade stand income had increased (39%, but 29% felt this had decreased).

Overall, nearly half (47%) felt their Show / Fair value for money had increased in recent years, with only one in ten (10%) feeling value for 
money had gone down. However, when it came to profitability, although a healthy one in three (36%) say this had increased, three in ten 
(30%) said this had decreased in recent years.

Two in five (39%) said that their visitor numbers had increased over the last few years, although a quarter (28%) have seen their visitor 
numbers decreasing. Similarly, one in three (36%) said their exhibitor / competitor numbers had increased over recent years, but almost as 
many (27%) said the opposite.

Only one in five (20%) said that their influence in the sector had increased in recent years, with one in nine (11%) feeling that this had 
decreased.



How do you see the current market for agricultural Shows and Fairs?



“Challenging! An increasingly sophisticated audience with greater expectations and greater awareness of the alternative attractions on 
offer”

“Agricultural shows remain attractive for visitors as a "day out" but their relevance in terms of promoting agriculture and leading best 
practice by encouraging innovation in farming is lagging far behind. Shows have pandered to visitors and lost their farming focus”

How do you see the current market for agricultural Shows and Fairs?

United Kingdom

United States / Canada

Australasia

South Africa

“The market is flooded with all different kinds of festivals, which makes it difficult to keep up with the competition. Most of the new 
festivals are not maintaining a facility they are just renting ground and don't have the expenses or the challenges that we do”

“In Canada, there is a growing opportunity as people desire more to know where their food comes from and how animals are being treated. 
This presents a unique situation that fairs and exhibitions can strategically capitalize on. However, they are competing with more events 
such as festivals and so need to adapt in other ways as well in order to maintain relevancy”

“The current market for agricultural shows is challenging, as there are many other marketing channels for the same services and products, 
which can be conducted more cost effectively. The distinct selling point (the sweet spot) is the ability of the Show to provide a physical and 
temporal space, to interact with a wide cross section of potential and future buyers spanning a generations. Hardly, can any other approach 
bring the same space and generations together. A show should not be regarded as a sales platform for goods and services but an 
opportunities platform for business leads, education, brand awareness, brand activation and much more”

“Extremely difficult.  Struggling to compete in an increasingly technologically advanced society.  Some traditional elements no longer have 
the puling power they once did such as carnival and showbags”

“In Australia currently impacted by drought, we need to turn this into a positive to attend the show to connect with others and have an 
event to look forward to”
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Overall
The biggest single perceived risk is seen as increasing costs, with three in four (76%) choosing this at all, far ahead of other risk factors.

More than half say that weather and other natural disaster risks (57%), economic conditions (53%), or volunteers (52%) are major risks to 
their Show / Fair. 

Half feel that ageing infrastructure and competition for visitors (both 50%) are risks.

Top three
When asked to narrow down to their top three concerns, increasing costs remained the top risk, with more than one in three (38%) 
choosing it.

Weather and other natural disaster risks is the second most mentioned top three concern, chosen by one in three (33%), followed by Show 
/ Fair attendance (26%).

Economic conditions, volunteers, ageing infrastructure and competition for visitors are chosen by a quarter as a top three risk (24%).

Which of these do you perceive as risks to your Show / Fair?
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Three in four organisations polled have diversified to run events promoted by others (74%), with more than half (53%) running events that 
they self promote.

Two in three have income from land or building leases / rental (66%), but only two in five (39%) make money from short term hire of land 
or buildings.

One in eight (13%), have none of these diversified income streams in place.

Which of the following does your organisation do?
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Two in five organisations say that their income is somewhat diversified (39%), defined as between 25% and 50% of their income coming 
from outside of the main Show / Fair.

A further one in five (19%) feel it is quite diversified, with between 50% and 75% of their income coming from outside the Show / Fair.

One in seven (14%) say their income is diversified a lot, with 25% or less coming from the Show / Fair, the rest from outside income 
streams.

However, one in four organisations feel that their income is not diversified at all (28%).

How well diversified is your income?
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One in five organisations (19%) say that they don’t run any education or engagement activities.

Amongst the 81% that do run such activities, more than half (58%) say that these have increased over recent years, whilst two in five (38%) 
say they have stayed the same, and 4% say these activities have decreased over recent years.

Does your organisation run education / engagement activities?
If so, has this increased or decreased over recent years?



Please describe any recent education and engagement activities



“We run a two day event for primary schools in Cornwall where the children have an intensive, hands-on experience of a wide range of 
agricultural / food production techniques / experiences.  As a follow on to this, we have, in the last year, employed an Education Coordinator 
for three days a week and have created a trailer known as our 'Farm & Country Roadshow' which visits primary schools and other venues / 
events up to three days a week informing and educating about food and farming.  We have also commissioned a series of six educational 
videos on a range of agricultural topics to further educate children (and those not so young) on how farming works and where their food 
comes from”

United Kingdom

United States / Canada

Australasia

South Africa

“Our facility includes a turn of the century village with authentic buildings from the period as well as purpose built buildings that provide 
museum quality exhibits to help tell the story of life in early Florida”

“Two years ago, our Fair Board implemented a "4-H & Youth Village".  In partnership with our local Agricultural Extension Service (a division 
of the University of Tennessee), this hands-on, educational exhibit includes numerous opportunities for our fair visitors of all ages to 
experience "STEM" activities and competitions”

“Liaise with the Provincial Department of Education with regards to the curriculum of primary and secondary schools. We are creating 
educational "Hubs" at our shows, relating to the themes - eg. Livestock: Washing of animals, milking of cows, preparing the animals for the 
show ring, different aspect within the value chain, education on different breeds. By engaging with the Department of Education they now 
support the schools with transport costs to the show”

“We employ a full time educator and curator of our Heritage Village. We run educational programmes attracting about 6,000 students per 
year. We have 14 IPad programmes that the students work through to learn. We also annually run a Careers and Education Hub at our major 
event and also sponsor leadership and scholarship along with education programmes”

“Rural discovery day (outside of Show, 1000 students). New agricultural education precinct at the Show. Re-engagement with education 
department to link to school curriculum primary school students”

Please describe any recent education and engagement activities



Please describe your biggest strategic challenges
and what you plan to do about them



“As the future of the agricultural show evolves and the traditional business model comes under pressure - financial, legislative and other 
risks - so we need to diversify. This is generate longer term sustainable and recurrent income sources. In addition, we continue to deliver 
against our charitable objectives by improving our educational offer as well as doing more to link farmers and farming with agri-food tech 
science and advancement, through new platforms, collaborations and means of communication”

United Kingdom

United States / Canada

Australasia

South Africa

“Aging infrastructure, economic hardships, rising costs of materials (such as steel, aluminum,) and lack of folks willing to volunteer their time 
are the biggest strategic challenges facing our organization.  We apply for any grants we possibly can which we are eligible to receive, we try 
our best to get as many donations of goods and services as possible and we try to make sure we do something special for those who put in 
hours of labor”

“1- Lack of support from local authorities necessitating persistent and obsequious lobbying. 2- The diminution in the number of farmers.  
There is little we can do. 3- Farm security. There is little we can do. 4- Cost of transport / high fuel costs.  Travel grants are extended to 
exhibitors from further afield. 5- Cost of labour.  There is little we can do. 6- The internet, where the excellence of progeny can be 
ascertained and compared more effectively. 7- Aging infrastructure together with high maintenance costs. Whilst planned refurbishment is 
the preferred route, ad hoc 'breakdowns' are not uncommon in a showground that is over 130 years old. 8- Volunteerism is all but 'dead'.  
There is little we can do, other than offer honorariums which are not always low.  9- Changes in demographics and values”

“Declining relevance, ageing infrastructure, compliance and regulation, backward looking leadership (Board) are the main challenges.  We've 
moved to diversify our income streams dramatically and acknowledged that the Show will most likely run at a loss.   We're moving to 
develop our land in a more strategic and flexible manner that allows for multiple uses outside of Show but still facilitates the Show.  This will 
likely include retail, tourism and residential as well as creating a vibrant event precinct.  We need commercial elements to support the costs 
associated with this”

Please describe your biggest strategic challenges
and what you plan to do about them



How would you describe leadership?



“Leadership is the skill of building a team of people to achieve a common purpose and providing the direction, confidence and enthusiasm 
to achieve it”

“Setting the culture appropriate for the organisation, provide an environment for staff to grow and learn, and ensuring everybody 
understands what the mission is and what success looks like”

United Kingdom

United States / Canada

Australasia

South Africa

“Leadership is setting a positive vision for the organization and then empowering staff and volunteers to carry it out. As a leader, my focus is 
always on the following quote -- "there is no end to how much good you can do if you don't care who gets the credit."  That includes me!”

“Leadership is the ability of an individual to influence others to undertake tasks which they may not feel necessary but for the good of the 
cause, they do so and achieve satisfaction from doing so”

“Leadership is about winning hearts and minds for a cause, and then ensuring the cost-effective execution of the planned programme 
timeously”

“The ability to competently monitor, guide, influence, acknowledge and inspire (and at times being not too proud to 'eat humble pie’)”

“Leadership is to set the direction, to create an inspiring vision, to motivate and to inspire”

“Provide clarity of objectives and goals, model behaviours and culture to accomplish goals, provide resources and development to the 
people working towards those goals”

“It is the ability to both form strategic direction and business plans in conjunction with your board and then leading both the team and your 
customers toward the end objectives  It is also about creating a need or objective before the industry or the market signal they need it”

How would you describe leadership?



What are your top three challenges as a leader? – Number 1



What are your top three challenges as a leader? – Number 2



What are your top three challenges as a leader? – Number 3



What are your top three challenges as a leader? – ALL 3



“Persuasion: that even after 200 years the product must keep adapting”

“Creating a team environment where those at all levels of responsibility feel valued”

“Ensuring the team do not become distracted/dispirited”

United Kingdom

United States / Canada

Australasia

South Africa

“Finding, hiring, and retaining qualified individuals”

“Attracting the younger generation to attend the Fair and enjoy it as much as the older generations do”

“Motivating people to volunteer and then having them perform”

“Securing the buy-in and co-operation of local authorities”

“Ongoing change of direction as new challenges emerge more frequently”

“To ensure that the revenue / expenditure ratio does not negatively move beyond equilibrium”

“Getting and retaining good staff/IP and Knowledge”

“Attracting and retaining good Volunteers to deliver on our Vision and Mission”

“Stakeholder engagement - both internal and external”

What are your top three challenges as a leader? – ALL 3



What is your ‘stay awake issue’?



“Have we a model sufficiently robust to withstand sudden and unexpected change”

“Keeping everyone working as a team (although this is not currently an issue)”

“Planning for a disaster and not allowing it to happen, be prepared”

United Kingdom

United States / Canada

Australasia

South Africa

“The possibility of violence/terrorism involving our event/venue”

“Getting volunteers. This not only impacts the Fair, but also impacts vendors who have come to the Fair that no longer can because they 
don't have the manpower.  It affects our carnival as they continually struggle for employees”

“Operating with a zero percent budget increase with expenses always rising”

“Identifying the "right" direction for long term survival”

“Ensuing the Society's healthy perpetuation during challenging socio-economic times”

“Selling relevance, contextually, and philosophically”

“State of the infrastructure - extremely susceptible to bad weather events, which are occurring more frequently”

“Public safety and security. EG terrorism , ride safety, etc”

“Retaining great employees, keeping them individually focused and motivated through stimulating work with an over arching team 
environment with people helping each other”

What is your ‘stay awake issue’?



In your business do you…
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Four in five organisations provide training and development to employees / staff (81%), with one in eight (13%) actively not providing this.

Three in five individuals we contacted receive training / development themselves (59%), whilst one in three (36%) do not.

Four in five offer mentoring / coaching to employees / staff (80%), with one in eight (13%) not offering this.

Two in five of those we questioned receive mentoring / coaching from someone else (44%), with half (48%) actively say that they do not.

In your business do you…



Name a leader who inspires you



“Air Vice Marshall Gary Waterfall CBE- Chief of Staff (operations) Permanent Joint Headquarters”

“HM The Queen”

“Any entrepreneur who has built their own business”

United Kingdom

United States / Canada

Australasia

South Africa

“Marla Calico, CEO of International Fairs and Expositions.  Her constant positive energy is contagious”

“The former fair manager who I replaced, who took a bankrupt fair and turned it around and now is one of the most successful fairs in 
Oregon”

“Donald trump”

“The late President Nelson Mandela. (President of the Republic of South Africa: 1994 -1999) - for his vision, his ability to motivate and to 
bring a nation together”

“Ian Douglas Smith - the last Prime Minister of Rhodesia”

“John Key Ex Prime Minister of NZ”

“David Thodey - Ex CEO of Telstra”

“Sanjeev Gupta, CEO of GFG Alliance”

Name a leader who inspires you



What advice would you give the next generation of leaders of our businesses?



“Don't allow old attitudes to get in your way, just because something has always been done this way doesn't mean it is right”

“Listen more than you talk!  But don't be afraid to say what you think”

“Be confident and inspire confidence. Look around you. Make mistakes, learn from them. Stay agile and flexible”

United Kingdom

United States / Canada

Australasia

South Africa

“This industry is very challenging, you can't just show up for work and think you have succeeded. It is not just a job but a part of who you 
are. Treat everyone in the business like you want to be treated and keep your word. Always acknowledge your mistakes, it is how you and 
your employees learn”

“New ideas and changes are good but don't lose the history of how your business got where it is today. Know what  did and did not work in 
the past and incorporate that with new ideas and changes”

“Be a visionary.  Adapt to change. (fast) Network.  Have integrity. Don't be afraid to make a mistake”

“Whilst important, a qualification is only a beginning, and will always 'play second fiddle' to experience.  Remember that each day is a 
learning experience.  Knowledge gleaned today must never be forgotten tomorrow. Work hard, apply honesty in your dealings and always 
be fair”

“Work in an environment and industry you enjoy. Learn from your mistakes. Appreciate those around you. Compliment others. You are only 
as strong as your weakest team member. Don't be afraid to employ good people or people you perceive are better than you, they make you 
look good”

“With the fast pace of change occurring globally, agile strategic thinking is essential. Humility is one trait I believe is essential in modern day 
business leadership”

What advice would you give the next generation of leaders of our businesses?



Is your business / organisation a member of…
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Four in five businesses are a member of a national trade body or organisation (82%).

One in four businesses are a member of the RASC (27%), whilst more than half (53%) say they are not, and one in five (20%) are not sure.

Is your business / organisation a member of…



Thinking about the role of the RASC, what would you like
to see the society do more of in the future?



“Taking a greater leadership role for our sector and furthering the links with the Commonwealth. Championing the big global issues facing 
agriculture and finding new ways towards understanding and solving these through greater collaboration and knowledge sharing across the 
Commonwealth countries and beyond.  The RASC could also communicate more frequently with its membership and beyond”

“In the immediate future the RASC should be at the trade discussion table with agriculturalists and politicians from around the 
Commonwealth building bridges that were severed when the UK joined the EU”

United Kingdom

United States / Canada

Australasia

South Africa

“Give more to agriculture, and have more scholarships, to offer kids, that really want to succeed in agriculture or ag business”

“Provide displays and promotional material to educate about agriculture”

“More online member engagement/networking”

“Add value. Join forces with other organisation eg. World Farmers Organisation, Food and Agricultural Organisation  - Knowledge Transfer”

“Produce historical and contemporary profiles of its members so other can learn from success”

“Afford member societies with a peer learning experience.  Whilst certain challenges are unique, others are experienced by all. Benefits 
accrue when we share and learn from one another”

“Relevant programs at conferences to ensure real learning and therefore value to organisations attending”

“Focus on how show societies/fairs can assure their relevance, appeal and social licence to operate in a modernised, increasingly urbanised 
world”

“Possibly have regional networking opportunities in the year that there is no conference. Provide leadership webinars”

Thinking about the role of the RASC, what would you like
to see the society do more of in the future?



Please provide any comments about the RASC
that you feel would be helpful to its Directors



“More UK based networking days”

United Kingdom

United States / Canada

Australasia

South Africa

“Continue the education about dealing with activists”

“More focus on business management and less on agriculture”

“Currently well organised”

“It just seems that the RASC is to aloof and out of touch with the grassroots show movement”

“Conference program details need to be developed and published with a longer lead time in support of decision making by potential 
delegates. Conference timing and schedule needs to be aligned to maximise opportunities for perspective delegates, eg aligned with 2018 
IAFE Conference would have made sense to justify long distance travelling and expenses”

Please provide any comments about the RASC
that you feel would be helpful to its Directors

“Funk it up - use technology, be inspiring, think off the wall!”

“I feel the RASC is constrained by the charities from which it seeks to recruit rather than the RASC itself being the limiting factor”



CHILDWISE
123-129 Queens Road, NORWICH NR1 3PL
01603 630054 / www.childwise.co.uk

Royal Norfolk Agricultural Association
Norfolk Showground, Dereham Road, Norwich, NR5 0TT


